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Our timetable for todayOur timetable for today

1.1 Conflicts - their sources and patterns1.1 Conflicts - their sources and patterns

1.2 What can be called medical malpractice1.2 What can be called medical malpractice

1.3 Role of communication in conflict prevention and solving1.3 Role of communication in conflict prevention and solving

2.1 How to prevent conflicts with patients – students’ project2.1 How to prevent conflicts with patients – students’ project

2.2 How to prevent conflicts with other 2.2 How to prevent conflicts with other healthworkershealthworkers – students’ project – students’ project

2.3 Presentation of projects and group discussion2.3 Presentation of projects and group discussion

3.1 How to solve conflicts with patients – students’ project3.1 How to solve conflicts with patients – students’ project

3.2 How to solve conflicts with other3.2 How to solve conflicts with other healthworkers healthworkers – students’ project – students’ project

3.3 Presentation of projects and group discussion3.3 Presentation of projects and group discussion

4.1 Special issues - medical records, data privacy4.1 Special issues - medical records, data privacy

4.2 Special issues - sexual abuse4.2 Special issues - sexual abuse

4.3 Closing remarks4.3 Closing remarks
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Total empathyTotal empathy
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Assertiveness in practice?Assertiveness in practice?

Wouldn’t you
mind if I write

you a

prescription?



I am not going to
write you any
prescription!!!

Assertiveness in practice?Assertiveness in practice?



Useful terms:Useful terms:
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1. 1. PaternalismPaternalism

2. Obedience2. Obedience

3. Patient compliance3. Patient compliance

4. Patient adherence4. Patient adherence

5. Patient-5. Patient-centered centered carecare

6.Shared decision-making6.Shared decision-making

7. Patient empowerment7. Patient empowerment

8. Informed patient choice8. Informed patient choice

9. Concordance9. Concordance



Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

1. 1. ReciprocationReciprocation

People tend to return a favour. Thus, thePeople tend to return a favour. Thus, the

pervasivenesspervasiveness of free samples in marketing. of free samples in marketing.

Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini
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Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

2. Commitment and Consistency2. Commitment and Consistency

If people agree to make a commitment toward aIf people agree to make a commitment toward a

goal or idea, they are more likely to honour thatgoal or idea, they are more likely to honour that

commitment. However, if the incentive orcommitment. However, if the incentive or

motivation is removed after they have alreadymotivation is removed after they have already

agreed, they will continue to honour theagreed, they will continue to honour the

agreement. For example, in car sales, suddenlyagreement. For example, in car sales, suddenly

raising the price at the last moment works becauseraising the price at the last moment works because

the buyer has already decided to buy.the buyer has already decided to buy.
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Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini



Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

3. Social Proof3. Social Proof

People will do things that they see other people arePeople will do things that they see other people are

doing. For example, in one experiment, one ordoing. For example, in one experiment, one or

more accomplices would look up into the sky; themore accomplices would look up into the sky; the

more accomplices the more likely people wouldmore accomplices the more likely people would

look up into the sky to see what they were seeing.look up into the sky to see what they were seeing.

At one point this experiment aborted, as so manyAt one point this experiment aborted, as so many

people were looking up, that they stopped traffic.people were looking up, that they stopped traffic.
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Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini



Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

4. Authority4. Authority

People will tend to obey authority figures, even ifPeople will tend to obey authority figures, even if

they are asked to perform objectionable acts.they are asked to perform objectionable acts.

CialdiniCialdini cites incidents, such as the cites incidents, such as the Milgram Milgram

experiments in the 1950s.experiments in the 1950s.
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Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini



Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

5. Liking5. Liking

People are easily persuaded by other people thatPeople are easily persuaded by other people that

they like.they like. Cialdini Cialdini cites the marketing of cites the marketing of

Tupperware in what might now be called viralTupperware in what might now be called viral

marketing. People were more likely to buy if theymarketing. People were more likely to buy if they

liked the person selling it to them. Due to theliked the person selling it to them. Due to the

physical attractiveness stereotype we favour morephysical attractiveness stereotype we favour more

attractive people.attractive people.
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Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini



Robert Robert Cialdini’s Cialdini’s six "weapons of influence”

6. Scarcity

Perceived scarcity will generate demand. For
example, saying offers are available for a "limited
time only" encourages sales.

6. 6. Scarcity

Perceived scarcity will generate demand. For
example, saying offers are available for a "limited
time only" encourages sales.
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Cialdini R. Influence: Science and Practice.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Cialdini



Strategies effective in challenging patientStrategies effective in challenging patient

Sloane PD et al., Essentials of Family Medicine
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Strategies effective in challenging patientStrategies effective in challenging patient

Sloane PD et al., Essentials of Family Medicine
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Strategies effective in challenging patientStrategies effective in challenging patient

1. 1. Clarify your professional feelings about theClarify your professional feelings about the

patientpatient

2. Use precise and effective communication2. Use precise and effective communication

3. Suspect undiagnosed psychical illness3. Suspect undiagnosed psychical illness

4. Set limits and mobilise support systems4. Set limits and mobilise support systems

5. Continue to be engaged5. Continue to be engaged

Sloane PD et al.=. Essentials of Family Medicine
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